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their marriage than she had. When Susan adjusted the meal sched-
ule to Andy's unconventional preferences, she gave herself full
marks for being cooperative and flexible, and bowed out of making
any further adjustments. This amusing human trick, quite common
in marriage, might be called "rationalization by non sequitur." In
effect, Susan had been saying to Andy, "We eat as you choose.
Therefore we must budget as I choose, discipline our child my way,
and let me decide on our recreations/'
It was Susan, not Andy, who yearned for the prestige of a PhlX,
something to boast about. So that he could gain time for the studies
he did not enjoy, Susan had maneuvered for him to resign from
coaching the junior-high basketball team, teaching tennis to the
young students, and so on. These activities he did enjoy.
Susan blamed her father-in-law for crushing Andy's individuality.
Until it was pointed out, she was not aware that she had hampered
Andy from strengthening his ego and blighted any growth of de-
cisiveness on his part. When she realized the true state of affairs, she
choked off her steady flow of wifely suggestions. She released him
from her ambition for an advanced scholastic degree. When Andy
resumed coaching the basketball team and helping his students on
week ends, he and she had less time to spend driving to the moun-
tains and less time, too, to spend with her parents.
Gratified by Susan's efforts to improve their situation, Andy had a
long serious talk with his father. The older man was amazed to
hear that he was a problem to his daughter-in-law. A little miffed
at first, he soon recovered his good nature and agreed to reduce the
quantity of his advice and put the brakes on his generosity. This
informal contract between Andy and his father did not turn out to
be exactly watertight. However, the pressure was eased when Susan
and Andy took possession of their house and required no further
building advice. Incidentally, their moving van did not stop by to
pick up the Steinway baby grand. On her birthday, Susan received
from her father-in-law a blond-wood spinet that adorns the living
room in their modern, ranch-style house.
Andy's father made one definite promise, and he kept it. He

